Woodland Friends — Slim-line Card & Policy Envelope Set

Directions:

Card #1

1. From Woodland Friends paper cut a piece to measure 7½" x 4¼". This will be the opening flap for our card. (The B-side of woodland friends is the front and when the flap is up the A-side will be on the inside, make sure when you place the paper in your scoreboard the images are oriented correctly.) With the 4¼" side across the top of your scoreboard score at ½". Fold on the score-line and add strong adhesive to the inside of the ½" tab.

2. Remove the tape backing and center the flap onto the large tag with the pretty side of the grommet to the right and facing up. (See photo for details)

3. From the B-side of Woodland Friends cut a piece to measure 7½" x ¾". Add this piece to the front of the ivory tag toward the bottom making sure it is hidden under the flap. (See photo)

4. From the Die-Cuts add the pink bird, small pink flourish, and the No. element to the inside (shown in YouTube tutorial).

5. From the Die-Cuts take the frame “world is yours to explore” and cut it in half.

6. Trim out the squirrel postcard from the Be Clever paper. Add one of each of the die cut halves to the short ends of the postcard having the green print facing up.

7. Add foam adhesive to the back of this element on the right, left and bottom so you can insert the “you make my world happy” die cut tag. (Tip: lay the tag on the back of the element so you know where to place your foam adhesive.)

8. Add the remaining die cut elements to the front with foam adhesive and wet glue. Trim out two squirrels from the small squirrel border strip of Be Carefree. (See photo for placement)

9. If desired, tie a 8” piece of jute twine in the grommet as shown.
Card #2

1. From the B-side of *Be Kind* cut a piece to measure 4¼” x 7½”. (The bunnies are on the inside, so make sure they are oriented correctly before scoring.)
2. With the 4¼” side across the top score at ½”. Fold on the score-line and add strong adhesive to the inside of the ½” tab.
3. Remove the tape backing and add the flap to the right side of the large ivory tag with the pretty side of the grommet facing up. We are creating a tall slim-line card.
4. Trim out the small bunny border strip from the *Be Carefree* paper. Add this to the bottom of the ivory tag making sure it is hidden behind the front flap.
5. Trim out the bunny cut apart from the *Be Clever* paper and add it to the inside of the card adhering it with wet adhesive along the top, bottom and right side. Tuck the bunny die cut inside.
6. On the front of the card layer the large framed deer die cut with foam adhesive to the top portion of the card. Glue the reverse side of the “Woodland Friends” label to the bottom portion of the front flap. (See photo for placement)
7. Fussy cut the squirrel from the die cut element. Layer the pink banner and fussy cut squirrel to the front with foam adhesive.
8. Trim out the “All Creatures Great and Small” sentiment border from the *Be Carefree* paper and flag the end on the right-hand side. Add this to the deer die cut as shown in the photo with foam adhesive.

Card #3

1. From the B-side of the *Be Happy* paper trim a piece to measure 7½” x 4¼”. With the 4¼” side across the top of your scoreboard score at ½”. Add strong adhesive to the inside of the ½” tab. Round the bottom two corners if desired. Remove the tape backing and add this to the large ivory tag with the pretty side of the grommet facing up. We are creating another horizontal slimline card.
2. Trim out the fox border with the plaid border from the *Be Carefree* paper. Trim it to measure 7¼”. Add this to the front of the tag along the bottom making sure it is hidden behind the front flap. Add the die cut plaid pennant to the upper right hand side as shown in the photo.
3. Trim out the “Dear Friend” cut apart from the *Be Carefree* paper. Add wet adhesive to the top, bottom and right hand side only creating a tuck spot for the *Be Wild* die cut tag.
4. Trim another piece from the B-side of *Be Kind* to measure 7¾” x 3½”. Round the bottom two corners and layer this onto the front of the flap leaving an equal distance between the layers.
5. Trim out the “Woodland Friends” cut apart from the *Be Clever* paper and add it to the front of the card along the right hand side as shown. Layer the two blue flourish die cuts to the “Woodland Friends” cut apart.
6. Add foam adhesive to the framed owl *Be Curious* die cut. Add this to the left hand side of the front of the card. Add foam adhesive to the blue Simply enjoy it all banner and adhere it over the “Be Curious” sentiment.

Well done on finishing the first three Woodland Friends Slim-line Cards! You can complete an additional three cards using the same steps along with other papers from the collection!